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NEW racing enthusiasts: What is the right demographic? 

What is horseracing’s right demographic? 
FOR many decades, there has been a common view in horse racing that the sport’s supporter base is getting  

older, thus the need to attract younger fans should be a priority if the sport is to survive. This is true of course. 

After all, time waits for no one, writes KEVIN BLAKE in an article for the UK’s Attheraces that has a reach to other  

racing jurisdictions. 

As a result, the question of “what can we do to attract 

more young people to racing?” is never far from the 

agenda and huge investments have been made in  

various ideas across the industry to try and do just 

that. 

 

However, being frank, I can’t help but think that an 

awful lot of time, money and effort has largely been 

wasted chasing these elusive young people as poten-

tial followers of racing over the decades. 

 

The reason why I think it has largely been wasted is a 

simple one. Young people, let’s call them between the 

ages of 16 and 25, tend to have an awful lot going on. 

Forgive the generalisations, but it’s probably fair to say 

that in many cases they have enough on their plates, 

be it getting educated, trying to find/keep employment 

and/or playing the field in search of a potential life 

partner. 

 

For most, it is a very fast-paced and fast-changing time 

of their lives. What is also highly relevant to this con-

versation is that they don’t tend to have a whole lot of 

disposable cash or time on their hands.  

 

Thus, focusing so much effort on trying to coax this 

demographic into getting interested in a sport such as 

horse racing that requires a significant investment of 

time and money to understand/follow it has always 

seemed ill-advised to me.  (to page 2) 
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LOYALTY programmes for regular racegoers may be a good idea. 

RACING’S DEMOGRAPHIC (fm p1) 

 
My idea of the demographic we should be focusing on 

is a couple of steps up the life ladder. Young profes-

sionals aged in the region of 26 to 35 seem a much 

more realistic target. To again risk the wrath of the 

non-conformists by generalising, I would dare say that 

by this age many people have settled down into a 

steadier rhythm of life. A steady job, mortgage,  

possibly a long-term relationship/kids etc. 

 

Most importantly, people at this stage of their lives 

can often find themselves with money in their pocket, 

time in hand and keen to get out of the house to do 

new things and meet new people. Horse racing is ide-

ally suited to this demographic, yet the sport makes 

precious little specific efforts to attract them. 

 

There are any number of ways that this loose group 

could be targeted. Many people that are in that afore-

mentioned rhythm of life just want an excuse for a day 

out that they can plan for well in advance. Organised 

events at the races that offer good value and incentiv-

ise people to bring friends with them would be a fair 

starting point. 

 

Greater promotion of a day at the races for workplace 

events such as Christmas parties and team building 

are another possible area of focus. Given that this 

demographic is more likely to have disposable in-

come, having representatives from the various owner-

ship department at these events to encourage and 

facilitate the forming of syndicates makes sense too. 

These are just a couple of simple suggestions and there 

is surely ample scope for greater targeting of this demo-

graphic by those that specialise in marketing and  

promotion.  

 

“But what about the younger people?” I hear you cry. 

Well, personally I wouldn’t worry too much about them, 

as horse racing will always attract a certain type of 

young person on its own merits.  

 

What attracted me to the sport as a youngster was the 

depth of the puzzle that a horse race represents and 

the excitement of watching that puzzle being solved by 

these incredible animals competing against each other 

down to the finest margins. As hard as it seemingly is 

for many in racing to believe, our sport is an exception-

ally good one that can actually attract young people 

that go on to have a lifetime interest in it without having 

to resort to sideshows or gimmicks.  

 

On the subject of those that do have a lifetime interest 

in horse racing, a centralised loyalty scheme is some-

thing that could be introduced to keep attendances 

stable. It really isn’t rocket science. The most valuable 

customers that horse racing has are its committed sup-

porters that follow the sport daily and go to the races. 

 

Attracting customers with this level of commitment is 

not easy, yet racing does next to nothing to show them 

how valued they are. Why isn’t racing showing these 

individuals that they are highly valued and appreciated? 

 

Loyalty schemes could be one good way forward.  - ATR. 
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WIN SUN MET TICKETS AND 

BETTING VOUCHERS 

TURF TALK is giving away ten entrance  

tickets to the 2020 Sun Met, scheduled for 1 

February 2020. Every ticket comes with a R250 

betting voucher.  

 
To win is easy. Send us the name and e-mail  

address of one new subscriber to Turf Talk. Make 

sure they agree, and are not already subscribed. 

Send this, and your own contact details, to edi-

tor@turftalk.co.za. Winners will be announced on 

Wednesday, 15 January 2020. 

Winx is world’s best in TRC popularity poll 

THOROUGHBRED Racing Commentary (TRC) published the results of their World Horse of the Decade vote  

earlier this week. 

Editor Chris Smith wrote: “More than half our readers 

are based in the United States, which is why the odds 

seemed stacked in favour of American Pharoah, the 

only U.S. nominee. But he finished second in a poll 

whose result shows once again that there is no  

substitute for longevity in the best racehorses for  

building popularity in the sport. 

 

Indeed the son of Pioneerof The Nile closed his track 

career by winning the Breeders’ Cup Classic, the lead-

ing all-aged weight-for-age race in North America, on 

October 31, 2015 - just seven days after Winx won her 

first Cox Plate, the leading all-aged weight-for-age race 

in the Southern Hemisphere. She retired having won 

the race four times.  

 

In fact, the winner, Winx, is five months older than 

American Pharoah. She raced for the first time in June 

2014 - two months before he made his debut in a maid-

en special weight at Del Mar - and for the last in April 

this year, by which time Pharoah’s first 2-year-olds were 

beginning to appear on the racetracks of Europe and 

the U.S.  

 

Winx raced no less than 43 times in her five-year track 

career - more than three of the other four World Horse 

of the Decade nominees put together (American Phar-

oah ran 11 times, Frankel 14 and Enable 15).  She won 

37 of those, including 25 at G1 level, and she was un-

WINX: Unforgettable. 

beaten in her last 33. She now sits atop the list of 

leading all-time money earners worldwide.  

TRC World Horse of the Decade poll result 

 

Winx - 788 votes (38%) 

 

American Pharoah - 689 (34%) 

 

Frankel - 361 (18%) 

 

Black Caviar - 155 (7%) 

 

Enable - 83 (3%) 
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DEAN Kannemeyer. 

African Warrior is in “tip-top” 

shape for Guineas 

UMKHOMAZI Stakes winner African Warrior heads the 16  

declared for the Cape Guineas at Kenilworth on Saturday – 

and Dean Kannemeyer is convinced that Keagan de Melo’s 

mount is fully recovered from the muscle problem that was 

found to be responsible for his flop when starting favourite in 

last month’s Concorde Cup, writes MICHAEL CLOWER. 

Kannemeyer, who will be bidding for his sixth success in this 

Kenilworth classic, said yesterday: “He tweaked a muscle in 

his hindquarters and as a result he was slightly short behind 

but, after two or three sessions with the physio, he was 100% 

again.  

 

“It never set him back in his fitness – he was only off for about 

five days – and he is back in tiptop shape. He had a good 

workout on the cinders on Monday and he is ready for his race 

on Saturday.” 

 

African Warrior is the highest rated horse in the race but the 

one slight doubt the trainer has is whether he will get the trip. 

“On pedigree (by Vercingetorix out of a Jet Master mare) there 

is no reason why he shouldn’t but whether he will really get a 

genuine mile is a question mark at the back of my mind. He 

has a hell of a turn of foot.” 

 

The gelding’s chance has been boosted by Sean Tarry’s deci-

sion not to run Dingaans winner Shango (the original favourite) 

and by Mike de Kock not declaring Frosted Gold who won the 

Graham Beck Stakes. De Kock has won the Cape Guineas five 

times but he will have no runner in Saturday’s race. 

 

However Tarry, who has yet to win it, runs four headed by Dur-

ban Golden Horseshoe winner Eden Roc (Gavin Lerena) and 

including last Saturday’s CTS Ready To Run winner Pure State 

who has been raised 17 points for that valuable win. He will be 

ridden by jockey-of-the-moment Craig Zackey. 

 

Brett Crawford, successful with Elusive Gold six years ago, has 

declared three including Concorde Cup winner 

King Of Gems (Aldo Domeyer) plus the two re-

serves.  

 

Justin Snaith, who won with Solo Traveller in 

2010, also has three starters with Richard 

Fourie opting for Sachdev and Bernard 

Fayd’Herbe, hoping for Guineas victory number 

four, on Wild Coast. 

 

Vaughan Marshall, whose five wins include two 

of the last three runnings, is represented by 

both Cape Classic winner Silver Operator 

(Anton Marcus) and Cane Lime ‘n Soda (M.J. 

Byleveld). 

 

Glen Kotzen put Green Point fourth Pack Lead-

er into the Sun Met at yesterday’s R9 900 (plus 

VAT) supplementary entry stage while Snaith 

has already declared Do It Again (Fourie) and 

Bunker Hunt (Fayd’Herbe) for the February 1 

showpiece 

 

Pack Leader was one of the few Green Point 

runners whose rating has been changed by the 

handicappers. He went up two points to 116, 

Undercover Agent (fifth) was dropped three 

points to 127 while Head Honcho (seventh) 

came down by the same amount to 126. The 

winner Vardy was left unchanged on 128. Sta-

ble companion Missisippi Burning was raised 

19 to a new mark of 116 for her triumph in the 

WSB Cape Fillies Guineas.— Gold Circle. 

GUINEAS DAY TIPS, KENILWORTH 

GR3 Cape Classic winner Silver Operator looks 

ready to take a step up in in tomorrow’s Gr1 

Cape Guineas, Anton Marcus having stick with 

him for the big race. That is an important 

pointer, this one is worth a tickle around 3-1. 

Value in red. Selections are: 

Race 1:   (3) French Fling (1) Foverita (2) Fif-

tyshadesdarker (5) Musical Glitch 

Race 2:  (6) Freedom Seeker (1) Watch Me 

Now (2) De Do Ron Ron (4) Ashanti 

Race 3:  (14) Still Tappin (15) Voice Of Reason 

(3) Two For Tea (9) Blue Duchess 

Race 4: (1) Congo Compaq (3) Flowerscape (2) 

Morse (7) Cyclonic Breeze 

Race 5:  (1) Silvano’s Pride (2) Myabi Gold (5) 

Helen’s Ideal (6) Star Fighter 

Race 6:  (1) Hawwaam (4) Twist Of Fate (6) 

Bunker Hunt (2) Eyes Wide Open 

Race 7:  (5) Silver Operator (9) Macthief (7) 

Sachdev (16) Wild Coast  

Race 8:  (8) Hurricane Harry (1) Partere (6) 

Pinkerton (5) Patch Of Choice 

Race 9:  (1) Dragon Power (4) Skidoo (1) Drag-

on Power (9) Hardfallingrain (6) Succession 
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WHO was around when the Gr1 Cape Guineas was still known 

as the Richelieu Guineas? In 1985, the sponsor had two lead 

horses ridden by ladies dressed as French noblemen, and 

there were 12,000 people on track at the old Milnerton Race-

course to see Prontissimo (ARG, Liloy) win for Terrance Millard 

and Felix Coetzee. Racegoers were served with free  

brandyballs. “As jy van n lekker dop hou, skree Ricky Louw!”, 

one on-course, drunk Dutchman is said to have sung all day. 

Noblemen and Brandyballs 

Da Silva: Best at getting a leg over 

CANADIAN champion jockey Eurica Da Silva in 2018 set a  

national record of wins in a season when he booted home his 

237th  seasonal winner at Woodbine. He won the Woodbine 

Title for Champion Rider on six occasions and he is the only 

jockey in history to ride 200 + winners a season on 6  

occasions in Canada. Upon retirement just recently, Da Silva 

told the media that he’d been addicted to sex, much like Tiger 

Woods. He told: “My addiction has cost me a great deal.  

Especially money. Whenever things weren’t going well for me I 

just went to a hooker. It was like punishment for myself. And 

every time I went, when it was over, I would say to myself,  

never go again. But it was my weakness and even back then I 

could see that it was disgusting. And for years I just hated  

myself.” Da Silva claims his 2nd marriage, which has given 

him two tiny Da Silva’s has ended his darkness and his desire 

for hookers. “Certainly that has helped me and I have worked 

very, very hard to overcome my addiction,” said the Brazilian-

born 44-year-old. “Right now, I start a new chapter. I’m going 

to help other athletes to manage their energy, their stress, and 

their distractions.” Our best wishes accompany him. 
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